The cost of inpatient management of heart failure patients: a microcosting study in the Irish healthcare setting.
To formally assess the resource use and cost of the inpatient treatment of heart failure (HF) from the health-payer's perspective. In addition, to compare costs in our cohort to (a) locally derived patient-level costs (PLC) and (b) national costs as per disease-related group (DRG). Study population Demographics and resource utilisation data were obtained from a cohort of 30 patients (57% male, mean age 70 years) admitted into a single tertiary centre with heart failure. Patients were identified retrospectively. Costing A microcosting approach was used to examine admission costs that were compared to PLC costs and DRG costs. Main outcome measure The bootstrap estimation was used to determine mean inpatient length of stay (LOS) with standard deviation (±SD) and mean costs ±SD. The bootstrapped mean cost per HF episode was €10,474 ± 2478. The major cost drivers were ward stay (mean cost €6068 ± €1681): laboratory costs (€1373 ± 79) and cath lab costs (€1415 ± 729). HF was more expensive to manage in patients ≤65 years (€18,930 ± 5546) compared to those aged over 65 years (€6209 ± 1732); p = 0.001. No significant difference was found in managing heart failure in males (€11,035 ± 3564) versus females (€9629 ± 3294), p = 0.69. DRG costing frequently over or underestimated the admission cost. PLC costs were similar to microcosting derived costs. The bootstrapped mean LOS per HF episode was 15.7 days ± 3.4. This study confirms that heart failure is a costly condition and that inpatient stay is the major cost driver. HF was significantly more expensive to manage in patients ≤65 years compared to those aged over 65 years. DRG costing frequently over or underestimated the admission cost. Patient-level costs and microcosting are more accurate methods of costing inpatient HF admissions. To our knowledge, this is the first study of the cost of the inpatient treatment of HF within the context of the Irish healthcare setting.